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1. GETTING STARTED
To know where you’re going, it’s important to know where you’ve come from.

This chapter explains how to do a successful audit of your existing marketing

and begin to set goals for your new strategy. 
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2. BUILDING A MARKETING STRATEGY
Setting SMART goals, conducting research and benchmarking your

competitors are key practices for building a successful marketing strategy.

This chapter shows you how – and who to involve.
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3. CHANNELS AND PLATFORMS
Once you have your strategy ready, it’s time to put it into action. Choosing

the right channels and platforms is essential if you are to make your voice

heard. This chapter investigates what to consider. 
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4. IDENTIFYING SUCCESS
How do you know your marketing is working? There are several processes for

measurement. This chapter looks at some of them, explaining the best way to

realise your marketing ROI. 
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       In the past few months the world

has changed like never before. People

have reprioritised every aspect of

their lives. Our relationship with

brands and suppliers has taken a U-

turn and where customers previously

may have prioritised cost and

availability when making purchasing

decisions, they’re now more likely to

place an emphasis on a brand’s

authenticity and social purpose.

The marketing landscape has also

changed beyond recognition. With so

many publishing platforms and news

outlets available for updates, people

have been finding their own platforms

for news and updates; be they online

or offline. 

Integrated marketing campaigns have

never been more important when

reaching consumers who are

constantly changing their behaviours,

priorities and spending habits. As a

result, marketers need to understand

the customer at every step, making use

of custom tools, data and technology

to remain ahead of the game.

In the manufacturing industry, entire

supply chains have broken down

overnight, businesses have rapidly

shifted production lines to help

national initiatives, while some have

been forced to close their doors for

good.

The world is not the same place it was

at the beginning of 2020 and

therefore, neither should your

marketing be. That market positioning

statement you did three years ago? It’s

no longer relevant. The competitor

analysis you did at the end of last

year? Out of date. Your customer

journey mapping documentation? Tells

the wrong story. 
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IMcKinsey talks about the five ‘Rs’ of

an industrial recovery, following any

health or economic crisis, referring to

resolve, resilience, return, re-

imagination, and reform. While

resolve and resilience are techniques

to put your manufacturing enterprise

into survival mode, cut costs and

retain staff, return and re-

imagination are the steps you need to

take in order to bounce back.

Creating a detailed plan to return to

business and reimagining a new way

of working will be essential if the

manufacturing economy is to once

again find fortune and spearhead

global economies. For these steps to

be successful, it’s essential that

manufacturing firms re-assess their

marketing strategies, take another

look at their audiences and imagine

what the new customer journey may

look like. After all, if a customer’s

preferences have changed as a result

of the past few months, the way you

approach and engage them also has to

change. 

Wylde Connections has developed an

online course designed to be a

blueprint for manufacturing

 organisations to develop a bespoke

marketing strategy and tactical

campaign plan to promote their

business and engage new and existing

customers in this brave new world. But

before you sign up to take part, this

ebook takes you through the core

pillars of any effective marketing

strategy and is designed to assist with

the thought process required for

successful course attendance.

Visit our website for more info: www.wyldeconnections.co.uk
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GETTING STARTED
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       After any period of disruption, it is

a good idea to revisit the initial aims

and objectives of your business and

understand how close you have come

to fulfilling them. Carrying out an in-

depth marketing audit is a good way

of facilitating this thought process

and will enable you to analyse and

evaluate how you reach your

customers, how you go to market and

further improvements or changes

that could be made.

While the process of carrying out a

marketing audit can take a bit of 

time, it is often an enlightening

experience for any manufacturing

business owner. It focuses you on

analysing every inch of your business,

from design through to manufacturing,

logistics and customer service. It helps

you remember why you set up your

business in the first place, forces you

to rethink your place in the market,

and helps you start to understand the

thought and decision-making process

of your customers. To build your

marketing audit, follow the steps

outlined below:
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LOCATION
This is a major indication of future customer targeting. For example,

are you close to any major transport routes for rapid delivery to

nearby towns? Are there certain geographies you can cover at short

notice?

DATE ESTABLISHED
You may have missed an important anniversary or celebration that

you can capitalise on in your marketing

SALES HISTORY
Where have the high profit sales come from? Have you had more

success in some sectors than others? This will help when you

explore our module on identifying your targets.

KEY PERSONNEL
This is a list of the people who are key to your business

performance from an operational perspective. While every

employee offers value, it’s a good idea to pinpoint those who have

extensive market or product knowledge, who influence the wider

supply chain or who are critical to business development. They

could become future thought leaders and brand ambassadors.

D O C U M E N T  A  T O P - L E V E L  O V E R V I E W 
O F  Y O U R  B U S I N E S S

       This will help you to gather all the necessary information you need about

your business, which could be important in the minds of customers,

suppliers, distributors and wider supply chain partners.  The type of

information to include should cover the following:
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CHRONOLOGY
Go back in time and make note of any significant mergers,

acquisitions or divestitures and have a think about what they have

enabled you to do with your business.

ESTIMATE BRAND AWARENESS
Consider where you think your business is placed in the market

today. What do customers think of you and why do suppliers like

working with you? If you’re brave enough, you could do a short

questionnaire with customers and suppliers rather than hazarding a

guess.

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
You’ve probably done several of these but as economies, markets

and politics change, your competitor landscape will change too. Not

all the businesses you once considered competitors will still be

competitors today. Some will have diversified or outgrown your

reach. Others may have shrunk considerably.

All this information will come in handy when you begin to build your

vision and mission statements and set long term goals for your marketing

strategy.  

In our marketing for manufacturers online course, we will go through

several business analysis techniques such as PESTLE, which helps you

consider political, economic, social, technological, legal and

environmental factors which may impact your business and your growth

plans.
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strategy will have a lifespan of a few

years while a plan will probably only

document activity covering a few

months.

The first place to start with your

marketing strategy is with your goals.

These are likely to fall out of your

marketing audit. For example, after

taking a look at your sales data, is

there a sector that could potentially

generate more revenue and therefore

your marketing goal is to further raise

brand awareness in a particular

market? It could even be bolder and

longer term, for example, to take to

market advanced services packaged

together with manufactured goods as

part of a business model transition

towards servitization. Whatever you

decide upon as your goal, it is

important your goal is SMART and not

overly ambitious.

BUILDING A MARKETING
STRATEGY

       Successful marketing begins with

a well thought out strategy. Once you

have completed your marketing audit,

you will already have some

information and ideas that you can

use to define your vision, mission and

business goals. Your marketing

strategy captures these and helps you

outline the steps you will need to take

to achieve your goals. It differs from

your marketing plan which explains

the steps you will take and the

channels you will utilise to realise

these goals. A marketing  

CHAPTER 2  |  MARKETING FOR MANUFACTURERS

Goals
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SPECIFIC
State clearly what you want to achieve

MEASURABLE
Set tangible measures so you can

measure your results

ACHIEVABLE 
Set objectives that are within your

capacity and budget

RELEVANT
Set objectives that will help you improve

particular aspects of your business

TIME-BOUND
Set objectives you can achieve within the

time you need them.

S
M

A

R

T

SETTING SMART GOALS
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CONDUCT MARKET RESEARCH

       Research is one of the most

powerful tools for any business

success and should form an important

part of your overall marketing

strategy. It’s important to gather

information about the market you’re

in, particularly if it is a new market in

which you are looking to diversify

your products and services. Gather as

much information as you can about

the size of the market,

growth patterns, social trends and

demographics. The internet is a great

starting point for this and so are 

trade magazines. For example, The

Manufacturer magazine includes 

lots of useful statistics about the 

UK manufacturing industry, 

profiling the market by sector. A

Google news search will also bring up

some useful and often, timely

information.
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       Once you have started to gather

your research you will start to build

up a good profile of your potential

customer base and can begin to

explore the best channels and

techniques to capture their attention.

Consider their buying patterns – are

they likely to want to purchase a

product itself or the benefit the

product provides? Will they be one-

off, high cost, low volume customers

or do they require frequent high-

volume products? Do you need to

adapt your services in order to

provide them with a turnkey service

which they may be used to?

It’s just as important to profile your

existing customers as it is to profile

potential new ones. Their habits 

will have changed, their 

preferences shifted and in a lot of

cases, their budgets shrunk. Try 

and understand ways you can add

value to existing customers 

beyond that which they expect. For

example, adding sensor technology 

to products for predictive

maintenance, or adding a new

 finish to a product may cost little

 to do but result in long term 

financial gain and extended customer

loyalty.

CUSTOMER PROFILING
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       Remember the competitor

analysis we started in chapter one?

It’s now time to build on that using

the information you have gathered

from your research and subsequent

customer profiling. Delve deeper into

your competitor’s offering. Try and

find out who they are targeting, their

price points and any marketing they

have done already.

This will help you start to understand

the competitive advantage of your

business. You may want to identify the

strengths and weaknesses 

of your own internal processes to 

help improve your performance and

build some USPs for your 

marketing. A good old SWOT 

analysis should be sufficient for 

this.

BUILD ON YOUR
COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS
What are you good at? What are the pros and benefits of your product or

service offering? What unique resources can you draw on?

WEAKNESSES
What are you not so good at? What are others likely to see as

weaknesses? What might customers complain about?

OPPORTUNITIES
What trends can you take advantage of? How can you turn strengths into

opportunities? Are there any market gaps you can fill?

THREATS
What could be a potential barrier to success? What is your competition

doing that you can’t? What threats do your weaknesses expose you to?

S

W

O

T
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       Way back in 1960 a clever

marketer called E. Jerome McCarthy

set out the four Ps – product, price,

place and promotion – key factors

involved in the marketing of any

goods or services. These days, there

are three more to consider, as people,

processes and physical evidence were

added to the mix. This is an area we

cover in detail during our Marketing

for Manufacturers online course.

The seven Ps are essentially an

evaluation tool that helps you

understand all the relevant features

and benefits of your offering to 

your market. For example, for 

product ask yourself: does the product

fit what your audience is asking for? Is

it what they expect? What problem

does it solve? For place, you need to

outline where the product or service

can be purchased, what does the

customer journey look like and how do

they buy? By asking questions about

the relevance of each P, you can start

to build clarity over how your

marketing strategy should take shape.

SKETCH OUT THE SEVEN Ps
OF MARKETING

PRODUCT PRICE PLACE

PROMOTION PEOPLE PROCESSES
PHYSICAL
EVIDENCE
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CHANNELS & PLATFORMS
CHAPTER 3  |  MARKETING FOR MANUFACTURERS

       Your marketing strategy should be

starting to take place by now. You will

have already completed some great

work looking at your offering, your

market position, your customer

preferences and habits and your

competitors. You should have gained 

some real clarity about the direction

you wish to move your business in and

the subsequent steps you need to take

through your marketing activity. Now

it’s time to start exploring how you will

implement your strategy and begin

your marketing journey.
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BUILDING YOUR MARKETING
TEAM

you are an SME manufacturing

organisation then it’s likely you will

have people wearing a few hats. The

best way to build a team is to share

your strategy with your team and start

to get their buy-in. During this

process, people may well volunteer to

help out with certain channels – you

may have a social media whizzkid you

never knew about, or someone may

have hidden media relations skills. 

If you do not have adequate resource

to implement your marketing strategy

in-house then it is worth exploring

what external help may be available.

For example, Wylde Connections

offers both a consultancy service as

well as practical support and

implementation. By putting together a

brief of the skills and people you need

for successful marketing

implementation, you can start to

determine who should be in your team.

       The first step is to understand

who will actually be doing the

marketing implementation. It’s highly

likely that the strategy stage will have

input from several senior

stakeholders and while the chief

executive of your business may have

an opinion about market direction,

it’s unlikely they will want to spend

hours communicating this on social

media themselves.

It’s important to build your marketing

team. If you already have an in-house

marketing department then this will

be easier. However, if 
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Do they listen to the radio? Do they

watch television? Do they read print

media? Do they regularly digest blogs?

Are they on social media?

Manufacturing for instance, has quite

an active Twitter community, but

businesses in this sector are unlikely

to have business accounts on

Facebook, which is seen as more of a

consumer facing channel. You will

want to make sure you spend your

time and money on the most impactful

channels and tactics that will truly

make a difference.

       With the enormous uptake of

digital technologies over the past few

decades, there are now more ways in

which a brand or business can reach

potential customers than ever before

– and this is true of business to

business (b2b) marketing as well as

business to consumer (b2c)

marketing.  

With so many channels and platforms

available, it’s easy to feel

overwhelmed – or to try and

accommodate all of them into your

marketing. For example, you may read

an article online about marketing that

talks all about artificial intelligence

and chatbots but technologies like

this are often for senior marketers

that have advanced marketing

strategies. The good news is you don’t

need the most expensive or shiny

tools to make a success of your

marketing.

The important factor to consider

when choosing your marketing

channels is where your potential

customers actually are.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
CHANNELS
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publishers have also diversified into

events (both online and offline)

throughout the past few years. They

are very well connected in the industry

and can play a significant role in your

marketing, helping you to network and

reach the right people with your

messages.

It’s with digital media though, that any

marketing implementation ought to

start – and with your owned media

platforms.

       There are two types of marketing

channel – traditional (or physical) and

digital. Whilst traditional media is the

term used for adverts, magazines,

brochures and printed media, digital

encompasses your website, social

media, blogs and online platforms.

Traditional media has its advantages,

particularly within manufacturing

where there are still lots of trusted

trade magazine titles. As a lot of 

TRADITIONAL VS DIGITAL

PAID
Brand awareness you pay for, for example an advertisement in a magazine or a

website advert.

EARNED
Awareness you earn, be it editorial media coverage or radio coverage.

SHARED
Any awareness generated through the sharing of content on social media websites.  

OWNED
Media you own and are in control of, for example your website or company blog.  

P
E
S
O

convince people to make a purchase.

Earned media that establishes

credibility and owned media such as

case studies that showcase value often

play a significant role converting

prospects into paying customers.

A successful marketing strategy will

deploy a combination of all four PESO

pillars. After all, paid and shared

media may get prospects’ attention

and help with brand awareness but

print adverts 

and social posts don’t generally 
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GOING DIGITAL

all your key terms and words are

prominent on the relevant pages. This

is also an important first step if 

your marketing strategy places a focus

on search engine optimisation (SEO)

and AdWords. Small and relatively

simple things such as creating a blog

will give you the chance to further

communicate 

with your audiences from your website

and repeatedly use your keywords to

keep your search engine presence

optimised.

       The first step ought to be take a

look at your website. Explore how

easy it to use, since this is the place

that you will want to direct people to

from other marketing platforms. If it’s

clunky, not mobile friendly or

awkward to use, people won’t stay on

it for long which means the

information they digest from it will be

limited.

It’s worth doing an organic SEO audit

to ensure
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CONTENT IS  KING

A good place to start with content is

by addressing some of the audience

pain points you analysed during your

strategy creation and beginning to

answer some of these questions in the

form of an online blog post. For

example, if one of your pain points is

that customers cannot easily access a

turnkey machined solution for

aerospace applications but this is one

of your USPs, you could write a blog

post that explains the complicated

process you have to go through to

deliver a turnkey solution,

demonstrating your skills and

experience along the way. 

Such content can be repurposed for

other platforms. For example, a blog

article exploring turnkey solutions

could be broken down into a series of

tweets which individually describe a

phase in the overall process. Tweeting

these out to your online audience

within a few hours of each other will

help to tell a compelling story and

keep your followers engaged with a

wider narrative.

       Content marketing has been a key

part of the marketer’s arsenal for

several years now and is an effective

way of communicating with external

audiences. Content can take several

forms – written content such as blog

posts and online articles, social media

content, video, infographics etc. Any

information that potential customers

can digest about your business is

effective content. 
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TRADITIONAL MEDIA

       It’s also important to understand

what tactics you can capitalise on

within traditional media which, in

industries such as manufacturing, still

hold good authority. While the

internet can be a great, quick and

accessible source of news, one of its

flaws is that it is accessible to

anybody. This has given rise in the

past few years to ‘fake news’ - a form

of news consisting of deliberate

disinformation or hoaxes spread via

digital news media or online social

media. In response, several audiences

have returned to

traditional media sources for more

reliable and accurate information,

since printed publications do have to

follow more stringent regulations.

Therefore, printed advertisements and

earned media can also play a

significant role in building greater

awareness of your business, products

and services and building trust with

audiences.

For more about tactics and channels,

take our Marketing for

Manufacturers online course where

we explore several different routes.
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       Remember when we set out our

SMART goals as part of the strategic

process? It’s important that these are

reviewed regularly. Evaluation is a

very important aspect of marketing; it

helps you learn what works and what

tactics are ineffective so you can

shape and alter your strategy and

plan moving forward.

If you feel you aren’t getting the

results you want immediately, don’t

be despondent. Just as it takes a long

time to start a business, it can also

take a long time to establish the

reputation of one. This is particularly

true of any PR activities you may be

undertaking as part of your marketing

strategy. While social media

advertising and pay-per-click

campaigns may deliver immediate

ROI statistics, PR will not, since the

purpose of PR is brand reputation and

awareness, which can only

be achieved over time. Therefore, PR

can be difficult to measure. However,

early indications of PR success may be

subsequent spikes in web traffic when

your stories are published in the media

or increased social media followings. It

is a good idea to wait for anywhere

between 3-6 months before

conducting your first evaluation. If

your brand is new, or awareness is

typically low, you may want to leave it

even longer.

When you are ready for your first

evaluation, the following steps can aid

the process.

IDENTIFYING SUCCESS
CHAPTER 4  |  MARKETING FOR MANUFACTURERS
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IMPACT ON SALES

       This is the ultimate driver of success – have you managed to

increase your sales through your marketing activity? If at first

the answer is no, this may not be because your campaign is

failing. Research shows it takes anything between 5-20

touchpoints for a customer to engage with your brand before

making a purchase. It may be that they have experienced 17

touchpoints and are nearly there, so stick with your campaign

for a little longer.

For an indication of sales success, make sure you understand

how many sales you made per month on average before you

launched your campaign and compare this to sales volumes

during rollout and six months afterwards, keeping track of the

long-term response to monitor delayed effects.

ASK PEOPLE

       This may seem an obvious place to start but often

businesses shy away from simply asking their customers or

partners about how successful they believe a marketing

campaign has been – and yet it’s so easy! Send out surveys to a

random sampling of your target audience prior to your

campaign and gauge how familiar they are with your company.

Then repeat the exercise six months later to see if anything has

changed. It’s also a good idea to get into the habit of asking new

customers how and where they heard of you, as they will rarely

offer this information unprompted. You may find that some

certain activities resonate more than others and can therefore

adjust your plan accordingly.

E V A L U A T I O N  S T E P S
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REVISIT THE BUSINESS OBJECTIVES

       Remember the reasons why you are doing marketing in the

first place – to support your business goals. While marketing

will influence your success, it will not be the only factor. It’s

worth revisiting your goals to see how you are doing. For

example, your goal may be to secure more business in one

geographical area. However, since setting and implementing

your marketing strategy, you may have encountered challenges

with your distribution partner in this country. Therefore, until

the issue is resolved, there is little point continuing your

marketing in this area and it may be effective to reallocate the

marketing funds towards another area where better progress

can be made.

FIND OUT WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING

       There are lots of good tools such as Google Alerts which you

can utilise for free to find out what people are saying about

your business. By doing a bit of social listening, tracking

conversations about your company online and understanding

what people are saying about you, it is possible to ascertain

parts of your marketing that have been successful. There are

lots of independent companies that compile sector reports. If

you begin to be mentioned in some of these then that is a strong

sign you are starting to grow your brand awareness and

presence online.
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DO THE MATHS

       Budgets are always an important consideration, so it is

natural to desire some sort of financial return on investment for

your marketing. This is easier to do for digital advertising then

other mediums. You’ll want to ensure that you are stretching

your budget as much as possible and content repurposing will

help with this.  

Calculate the cost of your campaign, narrowing your focus on

individual tactics and channels, as well as the people hours that

go into each project. You can then measure that cost against

profits derived from the campaign to determine an accurate

return on investment. In manufacturing where single orders can

be hugely profitable, it often only takes one or two orders for

marketing to be deemed financially successful. 

For more information about marketing for manufacturers, sign

up to take our online course where our experts will guide you

through each stage of the marketing journey. 

The course covers nine modules, encompassing strategy,

values, audiences, propositions, tactics, channels,

measurement and more. To take the course, visit:

 www.wyldeconnections.co.uk/learning/online-courses/marketing-

for-manufacturers/
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A B O U T  W Y L D E
C O N N E C T I O N S
We are specialists in strategic marketing and communications, working
with growing businesses of all sizes, across all sectors. By combining
strategy development, tactical delivery, storytelling and e-learning, we
deliver total business growth solutions built upon marketing
communications.

W Y L D E  C O N N E C T I O N S

Our consultants cover all areas of business growth from high level
strategy through to leadership and management development, with
marketing communications at the core. We take the time to truly
understand your business so we can develop tailored growth
strategies with tangible outcomes.

C O N S U L T A N C Y

Marketing communication covers a broad area from branding
and positioning to digital marketing and content production.
We work closely with our clients on their marketing strategy
before identifying what tactical activity is required. This helps
companies to roll out effective marketing campaigns.

C O M M U N I C A T I O N S

From training your in-house teams to hosting themed workshops,
Wylde Connections can help with upskilling, transformative learning
and empowering your teams to work cohesively and collaboratively.
Our online learning platform supports and embeds learning, within
your teams.

L E A R N I N G

Our Sustainability Planning services are designed to help you
to explore, identify, plan and implement sustainability policies,
procedures and codes of conduct within your business.
Sustainability is a subject that businesses can no longer afford
to ignore.

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

OUR SERVICES

Pegasus House, Pegasus Court,
Olympus Avenue, Leamington Spa,
CV34 6LW

+(44) 1926 754061
www.wyldeconnections.co.uk
info@wyldeconnections.co.uk

C O N T A C T  U S


